
Heat Wave 2000 (2014 Redo):
Melting In The Heat
Heat  Wave 2000
Date: July 16, 2000
Location: Grand Olympic Auditorium, Los Angeles, California
Attendance: 5,700
Commentators: Joey Styles, Cyrus

ECW is in trouble at this point and Justin Credible isn’t making things
any easier. He’s been champion for three months now and he’s really not
that interesting. With Storm out of the way, the match with Dreamer is
the next logical step for him as he basically stole the belt from Tommy,
but that still doesn’t make him interesting on top of the company,
especially with Van Dam sitting there in a meaningless match against
Anton. Let’s get to it.

We open with Jasmin St. Claire on the beach in a very small swimsuit with
the Blue Boy (formerly the Blue Meanie but now about 100lbs lighter)
talking about how fat people are. They run into a guy in good shape who
Blue Boy calls fat. A fight nearly breaks out but Jasmin hits him low.

They make out on the beach but we pan over to Sinister Minister.
Apparently Blue Boy sold his soul to be thin and have Jasmin. The
Minister talks about how we’re in Los Angeles where things happen when it
gets hot. He references a lot of WWF pay per views before talking about
the main event. We pan over again to see Mikey Whipwreck buried up to his
neck in sane. Minister laughs a lot and we go to the arena.

Joel and Joey are in the ring to open things up. The ramp is gone again.
Styles is glad to be on the west coast, though it was ECW’s lone
appearance here. Joel’s rhyme is especially filthy this time so here’s
Cyrus to cut him off. Gertner gets on the apron but comes back inside as
Cyrus is asking the people if they know who he is. He brags about
deporting Super Crazy (he’ll be back) and taking the TV Title from
Tajiri. Cyrus used the ECW on TNN budget to promote Rollerjam (a roller
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derby show) and stripped Rob Van Dam of the TV Title. Joel cuts him off
and says he doesn’t want to be on TNN.

Cyrus says he’s canceled ECW and threatens to turn out Gertner’s lights.
He says Joel delivers the fat gay demographic so Gertner makes gay jokes
about Cyrus. They argue some more with Joel saying he helps Cyrus but
Cyrus counters by saying Joel never paid a due in wrestling. Joey says he
has an IQ over 140 and went to an Ivy League college so he doesn’t need
to put up with Cyrus. It’s been a pleasure working with Joey, but Joel is
done. Cyrus gloats but Gertner sneaks up on him and gets in a few good
shots before security drags him away.

Big Sal comes in and beats up some security and referees before his
match.

Balls Mahoney vs. Big Sal E. Graziano

Balls has to beat up the newest member of the FBI Tony Mamaluke but gets
decked by Sal. Mahoney hammers away and kicks Sal low before nailing him
with a chair. Sal won’t go down and chokeslams Balls, followed by a belly
to belly suplex for the pin.

Rob Van Dam has something new tonight: the Van Terminator. He’s teased
that move for a few weeks now but no one knows what it is.

We see Bobby Eaton (a very talented wrestler from the 1980s who was still
better than most of ECW’s roster at this point) appearing at the ECW
Arena to go after C.W. Anderson for disrespecting the Anderson Family.

Simon Diamond/Swinger/C.W. Anderon vs. Roadkill/Danny Doring/Kid Kash

Diamond has dropped most of his entourage and is part of a tag team with
Swinger (a muscular guy with long hair and that’s about the extent of
things that differentiates him from others). Anderson is on his own now
as well and recently broke Kash’s four month undefeated streak. The other
four guys are decent teams but the Tag Team Titles remain vacant.

Simon and Kash get things going with a technical sequence and the fans
already declare it boring. Kash nails a hard chop in the corner before
they kick each other away to give us a standoff. Anderson comes in but is



quickly taken down and nailed with a middle rope elbow drop. Doring and
Roadkill crush Swinger and Diamond in the corner before clearing the
ring. Kash nails a slingshot hurricanrana over the top to the floor to
take Anderson down.

Back in and Kash hits a springboard clothesline to Anderson before
another hurricanrana sends Simon back to the floor. The numbers finally
catch up to Kash and Swinger takes over. Anderson comes in but charges
into an elbow in the corner, followed by a moonsault press to put him
down. It’s off to Doring vs. Swinger with Danny cleaning house with
jawbreakers.

Simon comes back with a cobra clutch legsweep to drop Doring before
Diamond plants him for two. Anderson blasts him in the jaw with the left
hand but Doring slams him face first into the mat. The fans are going
NUTS for Roadkill here and they get exactly what they want. Roadkill
comes in and cleans house, sending all three villains to the floor for a
big dive from Doring.

Kash hits an even bigger one but Roadkill tops them all by taking out all
five guys. Back in and Roadkill gets crotched on the top, allowing Simon
and  Swinger  to  double  team  Doring  with  a  backbreaker/reverse  DDT
combination. The Anderson spinebuster plants Kash for two but Roadkill
breaks it up with a legdrop to the back of the head. Kash breaks up the
Problem Solver (double team elevated DDT) to Doring, who nails the double
arm DDT on Diamond. The Money Maker (double underhook piledriver) gives
Kash the pin over Swinger.

Rating: B-. Nice six man tag here but the booking is a little confusing.
If Simon and Swinger is supposed to be the new big team, why would you
have them lose here? It’s a shame that the tag team division is starting
to pick up some steam, just as there are no belts for anyone to win.

Rhino likes putting Sandman’s wife in the hospital and Sandman’s kids
watching her.

Jerry Lynn vs. Steve Corino

Corino is still Network and has Victory with him. Lynn chops away in the



corner to start and scores with a middle rope bulldog. A clothesline
sends Steve to the floor and Lynn’s big dive takes both of them out. Back
in and Jerry is sent to the apron but he sends Steve down onto the floor
to take over again. A tornado DDT onto the floor has Corino busted open
already. Jerry gouges at the cut and hammers away back inside.

Corino gets punched in the corner but he’s still able to come out with an
atomic drop. The blond hair is already half covered in blood. Some left
hands and the Bionic Elbow put Lynn down for two and a powerslam gets the
same. They head back to the floor with Corino making sexual remarks about
some fans’ mothers before whipping Lynn into the barricade.

Back in and a t-bone suplex stops Lynn’s offense for two. Victory throws
in a chair but Jerry dropkicks it into Corino’s face to put both guys
down. Lynn hammers away and the blood is just flowing from Corino’s head.
Another chair is brought in and Lynn DDTs Corino off the top rope onto
the steel for two. Jerry is all ticked off and rubs Steve’s blood on his
own face before writing DIE on his stomach. Corino comes back with a
superkick for two but goes up, only to get taken down in an awkward
looking attempt at a reverse DDT. It was closer to a Russian legsweep
than anything else and gives Jerry a two count.

Corino hits the Old School Expulsion (a reverse Twist of Fate) for two of
his own but Victory tries to bring in some powder. The referee gets
blinded instead so there’s no one to count. Corino takes his boot off and
lays Jerry out again but there’s no referee. Victory hits Lynn in the
head with the cowbell for two and Jack is stunned. They trade rollups for
two each until Lynn counters a backslide into a cradle piledriver for the
pin.

Rating: B-. This was a solid brawl but as usual, I don’t get the booking.
If you want Corino to look like a big deal, why have him lose? Jerry
winning makes sense, but you would think there’s a better opponent for
him. I say you would think that, because the roster is so thin at this
point that there really isn’t anyone else for him to face. More great
blood from Corino though.

We see almost half of Sandman vs. Rhino from Hardcore Heaven. This is



more pay per view filler which they really shouldn’t need at this point.

Sandman, with Lori next to him, rants about what Rhino did and making him
go see her in the hospital every day. Rhino sneaks in and nails Sandman
in the head with a Singapore cane before taking Lori to a toilet to try
to drown her. Sandman gets up for the save as security drags them off.

Dawn Marie comes out to do commentary for no apparent reason.

Here’s New Jack with a broken leg, only to get jumped by Da Baldies
(Angel and DeVito, the only two left). Nova and Chris Chetti run in for
the save and we have a tag match.

Da Baldies vs. Chris Chetti/Nova

Nova is dressed as the Flash now and Chetti has bleach blond hair. Angel
gets beaten up to start and Da Baldies are quickly knocked to the floor.
Chetti and Nova both hit big dives to take out a Baldie each before
Chetti tries to fight them both off on his own. Angel hits a nice
jawbreaker to put Chris down but Nova misses a Swanton Bomb. DeVito hits
a sitout Rock Bottom but misses a moonsault instead of covering. Nova
pops back up and hits rolling piledrivers into a helicopter bomb for two
on DeVito, followed by the Amityville Horror and the Tidal Wave gets the
pin.

Rating: D+. Just a quick match here with Da Baldies basically getting
squashed. Nova and Chetti really need something to do at this point as
they’re bored beating all these teams. If only there were some belts for
them to win or something like that. They’re barely breaking a sweat with
these matches anymore and there’s nothing for them to win. It’s a big
waste of a good act.

Tommy Dreamer talks about working at a pizzeria but never making enough
money. Then he got into the wrestling business looking for the big
payoff. He’s lost money, friends and jobs because of this and he wouldn’t
change a thing. Francine and Justin Credible are all that stand in his
way of the big payoff tonight and he wants to do things the hard way.

Dreamer nearly has a breakdown in front of the camera, ranting about how



tired he is of being on a network that doesn’t respect them and everyone
taking away what they created. He bangs his head into a locker and pulls
at the cut….as we hear the ring announcer saying this is a three way
dance because the production values aren’t very high.

Psicosis vs. Little Guido vs. Yoshihiro Tajiri

Psicosis is a former ECW and WCW wrestler, making his return after about
five years away. During the entrances, Mikey Whipwreck and the Sinister
Minister hit the ring and we’re making it a four way.

Psicosis vs. Little Guido vs. Yoshihiro Tajiri vs. Mikey Whipwreck

Mikey, in a suit jacket, plants Psicosis to start and Tajiri kicks him to
the floor. Whipwreck nails a quick Whippersnapper on Guido and throws him
outside, setting up a huge dive. Tony Mamaluke (the other FBI member)
comes in but gets dropped by Mikey. That’s the end of Mikey’s early
success though as he dives on Big Sal, only to get rammed into the post.
Back inside and Psicosis drops a guillotine legdrop on Mikey for the
elimination less than two minutes in. Why in the world was he even added?
If nothing else, it’s one more paycheck Heyman had to hand out.

Psicosis kicks Tajiri in the leg but gets armdragged down. A standing
hurricanrana drops him as well as Guido is nowhere in sight. Tajiri gets
his throat snapped across the top rope before Guido returns to fight
Psicosis in the aisle. That’s fine with Tajiri who takes them both out
with an Asai Moonsault. A hard kick to the head stuns Guido and a
superplex plants him. Psicosis adds a moonsault legdrop for two before
walking into the Kiss of Death (Tomikaze). Tajiri kicks Guido in the head
and hits a German suplex on Psicosis for the elimination.

We’re down to Tajiri vs. Guido with the latter getting chopped in the
corner. Tajiri tries to take him down in a powerbomb style pin but Guido
keeps bridging up in a nice series of counters. The Tarantula has some
more success for Tajiri and the fans are way behind him. The handspring
elbow drops Guido again and it’s chair time.

Tajiri puts him in the Tree of Woe and baseball slides the chair into
Guido’s face. Back up and Guido kicks the chair into Tajiri’s face and



hits a bad looking middle rope Fameasser to send Tajiri outside. The fans
inquire about their pizza before they slug it out in the corner. They
chop it out until Tajiri blows the green mist in his eyes and hits a
brainbuster for the pin.

Rating: D+. Well that happened. I’m not sure what else you want me to say
about it. We’ve seen almost this same match about seven or eight times
now and whoever wins is only going to be elevated for a little while
before being dropped back down the card in favor of Sandman getting title
matches despite giving wrestling a bad name every time he has one of his
disasters. The match was decent enough but it’s not going to mean
anything.

Justin Credible says tonight, ECW introduces barbed wire to pay per view.
It’s going to be hanging above the ring in the Stairway to Hell match.
Ignore the fact that there was barbed wire at Barely Legal.

TV Title: Sandman vs. Rhino

Sandman, the challenger, takes another five minutes to get to the ring.
They jaw at each other to start until Sandman literally breaks the cane
over Rhino’s head. The champion doesn’t go down and nails Sandman with a
clothesline to take over. Sandman comes back with left hands and the
fight is already on the floor. We get a piece of barricade thrown into
the ring and Sandman throws the monster into the steel.

A top rope hurricanrana puts Rhino onto the barricade for two and Sandman
follows it up with a powerslam. The barricade is laid on top of Rhino
again and a Swanton Bomb gets two. Now Rhino is sent into the barricade
in the corner and the steel is bent in half, drawing out the Network to
beat up Sandman.

Spike Dudley returns on a broken leg (injured by Rhino) and Corino takes
a 3D with Spike playing Bubba. Rhino Gores Spike down and piledrives him
off the apron and through a table. Back in and Sandman blasts Rhino in
the head with another Singapore cane but Rhino breaks up his Russian
legsweep by sending him into the bent barricade. A piledriver on the
barricade is enough to retain Rhino’s title.



Rating: D. This was the best match of their series but only because they
kept it contained. It’s still barely wrestling and Rhino deserves far
better than this, but that’s Sandman dragging down a match for you. He’s
far better when he keeps things simple and away from ladders, and that’s
why this worked better.

We go back to the commentary booth where we’re reminded Dawn Marie is
still there. She hasn’t been heard in nearly an hour. Joey gets in
another argument with Cyrus.

Rob Van Dam vs. Scotty Anton

Anton is Network and has a gimmick of clapping over his head. His
finishing move: the Clapper (Sharpshooter). Even his song is about giving
people the Clap. A quick kick to the face drops Anton and a quick Rolling
Thunder gets two. Anton bails to the floor but Rob follows him out and
nails a moonsault off the barricade. The spinning kick from the apron
drives a chair into Anton’s back before taking him back inside for a
delayed gorilla press.

A middle rope moonsault gets two for Rob as this has been one sided so
far. Van Dam goes up for a Van Daminator but Anton takes the chair away
and pelts it at Rob’s head to take over. Another chair shot has Rob in
trouble and Anton bulldogs him off the apron and throat first onto the
barricade. Back in and Rob gets tied in the Tree of Woe before he gets
planted with a belly to back superplex for two. Scotty takes him down and
makes Van Dam do the Clap, only to tick Rob off again.

They head outside again with Anton sending him face first into the
barricade. Back to the Tree of Woe but Rob gets his foot free for a very
weak  kick  to  send  a  chair  into  Scotty’s  face.  Alfonso’s  chair  is
intercepted but Rob kicks Anton in the face to put both guys down. The
chair is skateboarded into Scotty’s face for two and the split legged
moonsault gets the same. Alfonso puts the chair onto Anton for Rolling
Thunder but Anton gets in a chair shot to the knee.

The Clapper (and a bad one) goes on but Scotty lets go and puts the hold
on Alfonso. One of the most telegraphed Van Daminators yet makes the save
and there’s the Five Star but Rob doesn’t cover. Instead Scotty crawls



into the corner as the fans chant Terminator. Rob climbs the ropes as
Alfonso puts a chair in Anton’s face. Van Dam gets a huge springboard and
dropkicks the chair into Scotty’s face for the pin. So the big move was
basically a springboard Van Daminator.

Rating: D+. This match’s problem can be boiled down to one idea: Scotty
Anton is not very good. Back in WCW he never could do anything beyond
basic moves and that’s still the case here. It’s nothing special to see
and the match was really dull as a result. This was yet another waste of
Van Dam, though he’s still the most over guy in the company.

We  recap  Justin  Credible  vs.  Tommy  Dreamer,  which  is  fallout  from
Cyberslam where Credible took the title from Dreamer twenty minutes after
Tommy won it, as well as Hardcore Heaven where Dreamer had to give up his
chance to prevent Credible from throwing the belt in the trash.

ECW World Title: Tommy Dreamer vs. Justin Credible

This is Stairway to Hell with barbed wire over the ring and ladders used
to climb it, though you win by pinfall. Dreamer brings out Jazz to
equalize Francine, but then brings out George, a former valet in WCW
where she was known as Gorgeous George. An interesting note from just
after the match starts is a group of XPW wrestlers (a local hardcore
promotion) sitting at ringside causes a big commotion and allegedly touch
Francine, though she would say there was no contact at all. Security and
some of the locker room come get rid of them.

After about two minutes of waiting for things to calm down, we’re ready
to go. They start with a technical sequence and Joey’s reaction is great:
“A wrestling match has broken out!” Justin superkicks Dreamer in the face
to take over as we’re just waiting on the weapons to come in. They’re
quickly outside with Dreamer hitting Credible with a beer.

Alleged brawling takes place in the crowd but thankfully they stop
walking around and get back to ringside. Never mind as they head back
into the crowd with Justin already busted open. Dreamer brings out a
ladder up near the announcers’ area but gets shoved off the ladder and
down near the merchandise stand. Back to ringside with Dreamer getting in
a shot to take over and putting the ladder on the corner in the ring.



Dreamer gets whipped face first into the end of the ladder as Joey and
Cyrus argue again.

Justin replaces the ladder with an open chair on the corner but puts the
ladder over the bottom rope. Tommy catapults him hands first into the
ladder (the camera shot ruined the spot) and goes up the ladder, onto to
have Francine hit him low for the save. Dreamer falls but lands on
Francine in a big crash, drawing in Jazz and George.

To the shock of no one with a brain, George turns on Jazz and helps
Francine up. Francine misses a Bronco Buster to George and gets beaten up
by Jazz, including ripping off her top to reveal tape. Jazz takes That’s
Incredible but Dreamer hits the Tommyhawk (a reverse Outsider’s Edge but
Dreamer pulls him down into a cutter) for two.

Dreamer climbs the ladder to bring down the barbed wire which he wraps
around the top rope. Justin goes up top but gets crotched on the wire,
only to be fine five seconds later as he pulls Tommy into That’s
Incredible on the wire for two. Tommy hits a DDT onto the wire but Justin
hits another That’s Incredible on the barbed wire to retain.

Rating: D. The ending was so obvious that it made the rest of the match
feel like a bit waste of time. Justin gets to keep the belt for another
few months and this match doesn’t take away any of the criticisms about
him. He doesn’t come off as interesting or skilled, but rather a two move
guy with a very generic cocky heel character to him. The barbed wire only
came into play for the last minute and a half, making the rest of the
match just a regular dull ECW brawl that we’ve seen about a dozen times
before. Dreamer felt like he was a lame duck challenger coming in and
that’s exactly what he came off looking like in the match.

Justin celebrates and Cyrus is thrilled to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. This company is very quickly reaching a point where
nothing seems to matter. It felt like I’ve seen these same matches on
previous shows and this was just a big mixture of whatever ideas they’ve
run with before. Rob Van Dam continued to be the most wasted piece of
talent you’ll find in this era as he’s having a nearly twenty minute
match with career dead weight Scotty Anton while Rhino beats up Sandman



for what feels like six months and the midcard guys are still midcard
guys because so few people get elevated in this company.

Why should a fan get behind most of the people in this company? Guys like
Tajiri and Roadkill get some of the biggest reactions of the night but
are stuck in the same three ways or meaningless tag matches (because who
needs tag belts right?) for months on end with no way out in sight. It’s
so frustrating to watch guys with talent working very hard to get over
but getting stuck because the booking isn’t thought out or creative. The
show tried, but it’s running around in circles.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book, KB’s WWE Grab Bag at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01IH7O904

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

